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INTRODUCTION

Nineteenth century public schools recognized the inculcation of moral values as their mission. The most compelling reason to educate the masses was in order to enable all to read the Bible. The Bible provided the source of both academic and religious content. A modern day character education leader, Thomas Lickona, asserts that “[d]own through history, education has had two great goals: to help people become smart and to help them become good. Acting on that belief, schools in the earliest days of our republic tackled character education head on—through discipline, the teacher’s example and the daily school curriculum” (Lickona).

These moral values were apparent in the books, daily routines of school prayer and scripture reading, and in the lessons given by the teachers. Puritan society expected schools to teach students to make ethical choices and to exhibit fair and just behavior. The home was also held accountable for the transmission of a code of ethics; students arrived in the classroom receptive to the moral lessons that were presented along with the academic studies.

Moral messages were embedded throughout the McGuffey Readers (Huffman). William McGuffey, in 1836, offered his ‘reader’ as a substitute for the Bible in response to disagreement among the educators of the day as to whose or which Bible to use. Bible verses, prayers, and inspirational poetry were the reading material of the era. “Books such as the New England Primer, The Pilgrims Progress, and Spiritual Milk for Boston Babes are examples of literature used as an instrument to transmit core values to children and adolescents in the early days of education in America” (Edgington). Children learned the standard content of reading, writing, and arithmetic, as well as the importance of work ethic, courage, honesty, love, and kindness.

This component of the public school agenda was undermined by the rise of the demand for separation of church and state, along with other 20th Century expressions of individual rights and freedom without responsibility. “Public schools retreated from their once central role as moral and character educators” (Lickona). Post-modernist educational leaders and philosophers rejected the direct teaching of morals and suggested that children should be free from the traditional directive indoctrination practices. Subsequent theorists espoused a self-indulgent esteem-building approach instead of supporting the imposition of morals upon students. In the 1960s the systemic transmission of morals was effectively eliminated from public school curricula.
Social issues such as drug/alcohol abuse, suicide, assault, gang warfare and teen pregnancy gave rise to public concern that the moral climate of the nation had deteriorated. The overwhelming rates of young adult homicides, teen pregnancies and abortions, and drug/alcohol abuse were evidence of a moral dilemma. A series of teen-on-teen homicides focused national attention on the problem of character, or the lack thereof. Our nation was shocked by the incomprehensible acts of violence committed by children which occurred during the latter part of the 20th century. Parents, educators, mental health professionals, and law enforcement officials sought the reasons for this negative turn of events. Destabilized families, weakened moral authority, and the lack of moral consensus are just three of the many reasons given for the decline of character in students. Lickona summarized the causes thusly: “Evidence that this hostile moral environment is taking a toll on youth character can be found in ten troubling trends: rising youth violence; increasing dishonesty (lying, cheating, and stealing); growing disrespect for authority; peer cruelty; a resurgence of bigotry on school campuses, from preschool through higher education; a decline in the work ethic; sexual precocity; a growing self-centeredness and declining civic responsibility; an increase in self-destructive behavior; and ethical illiteracy.”

Schools were expected to provide the solution. Sanchez indicated that teaching and learning certain values and virtues is recommended for the systematic development of character. Character education proponents loudly trumpeted their call for schools to again accept their role in the transmission of moral values. School reform movements encouraged the inclusion of character education as an essential component of change. Drawing upon the research of Jones, Ryan, and Bohlin in 1998, Edgington stated that “[s]urveys conducted in the last few years indicate that Americans tend to place character (values) education as the highest priority in school restructuring programs.” A national poll conducted in 1997 revealed that 90% of the respondents believed that public schools should teach values (Zarra). The public schools are clearly an effective forum for the transmission of character traits. A large percentage of teachers concur with this conclusion and are convinced of the effectiveness of literature and discussion in fostering commendable character traits. “ Writers of literature for children and young adults have often concerned themselves with these same purposes: catching the interest of the reader, expanding awareness and knowledge of the world, and helping the reader grow and develop into a thoughtful, caring adult” (Staley).

The results of integrating character education into the regular school curriculum are generally anecdotal. Measurable and definitive changes are difficult to pinpoint. Hall (2002) reported the results of a 1992 study of 176 schools with a values curriculum. These schools experienced a 77% drop in discipline problems and a decrease in vandalism by 68%. The schools also indicated that they experienced a significant gain in attendance (a 68% increase) and that all standardized test scores improved.
LITERATURE AND VALUES

Books have positive qualities that make them perfect tools for teaching fundamental values. “Actually, teachers in the United States have been transmitting values to children as long as there have been schools in this country. The method has been a very simple one—through literature” (Edgington). In the same article Edgington continues: “Used to transmit values in this country for well over two hundred years, literature provides an important component to education …” (Edgington).

Moral lessons are prevalent throughout literature from Aesop to Mark Twain. While some of the morals are clearly delineated in literature such as in fables and fairy tales, other examples of moral issues are less obvious as in A Separate Peace (Knowles). Whether fiction or non-fiction, every genre of literature can be useful when coupled with instruction in character education. Literature enables students to explore the moral convictions expressed through fictional characters. These values can then be compared to the students’ own viewpoints.

PICTURE BOOKS: THE IDEAL GENRE

The successful integration of picture books into the curriculum at the secondary level, while not a new idea, is unique. However, I believe that the use of picture books is not the exclusive domain of the elementary school, but is also appropriate for teaching character/value education to high school students. From my interactions and observations of students at Yates High School, I have been motivated to use my experience with picture books as a means of reinforcing character education in high school curriculum. I am particularly interested in utilizing the picture book to examine the positive values that can be transmitted through literature.

A secondary purpose is to encourage the selection of quality literature for personal enjoyment and to foster the love of reading. According to Jim Trelease (1993) “the ‘pleasure’ connection is essential in creating lifetime readers and of paramount importance during the difficult teen-age years, when the greatest reading attrition is likely to take place.” I believe that students who view reading as a pleasurable activity are more likely to be competent and capable readers, have better reading comprehension, score better on standardized tests, be better writers, and have a habit that will serve them well throughout their educational careers, as well as throughout life.

In my twenty-seven years experience teaching both elementary and high school students, I have observed students with increasingly unacceptable interpersonal skills. Educators and parents alike are seeking the means and methods to exemplify positive character traits. The skills of communicating and socializing appropriately in public schools should be taught by teachers at all levels. Nowhere should these skills be more evident than in the library. As the librarian -- and an adult role model -- at Jack Yates High School, my expectations for student behavior in the library are the motivating factor
in the development of this curriculum unit. Additionally, it is my intent with this unit to use picture books as a springboard for self-reflection and social action. Students will be encouraged to verbalize their ideas, reactions, opinions, and interpretations of the characters’ situations in each book. They will be urged to make connections between the text and their personal life situations. The ultimate aim is to move students to be proactive in working to improve both themselves and their circumstances.

What is a picture book?

This curriculum unit is intended to encourage the use of picture books as plausible alternatives to some of the more difficult and complex novels that are often required reading for secondary students as part of the English language arts curriculum. Whereas the chapter books and novels frequently require the reader to understand complex thoughts, invest considerable time in the actual reading, and comprehend a high level vocabulary, the shortened text and limited number of pages in a picture book allows for the completion of the entire text in a short time period.

Picture books, by definition, are brief texts written to high literary standards (Young). The typical length of a picture book is thirty-two pages, although a picture book may contain as few as twenty-four pages and as many as forty-eight pages (Young). Well-written and illustrated picture books lend themselves to all content areas and the combination of illustrations and text can enhance both comprehension and visualization. Typically, the picture book tells a fictional story employing a dual narrative, in which both pictures and the text work “interdependently to tell the story” (Young). As such, the picture book lends itself to both the visual and auditory learner in that it is “a tale told in two media, the integration of visual and verbal art” (Young). The illustrations take up much of each single page or spread across double pages. Picture books are excellent material for book talks as well as read-alouds and tend to encourage the sharing of impressions from previous exposure to similar stories.

There are several other reasons for directing young adult readers toward picture books. Picture books provide more visual content than the standard novel, making them especially appealing to the visual learner. Quoting from the work of Huck, Kathryn Carr supports the use of picture books in classes for struggling readers and second language learners, saying: “The reading and concept load is lighter than in a textbook or novel because there is less text and the illustrations carry part of the content, while offering clues to unfamiliar vocabulary” (Carr). For students who have been conditioned to interpret visual clues because of their experience with film, television, and computers, the picture book is a powerful way of securing the students’ attention.

Picture books have also evolved to reflect the sometimes grim realism that is a part of students’ lives today. Besides death, divorce, disability, and drugs, topics for picture books now include war, nuclear destruction, and environmental issues (Neal 291). “These books can be used to explore serious subjects, to teach themes and literary
devices or to stimulate classroom discussions” (Perez 9). “Picture books are able to cross all genre lines” (Neal et al. 290-1). Additionally, some picture books have particular value for middle and high school teachers of linguistically and culturally diverse students and developmental readers. “Reading picture books in secondary courses increases motivation, understanding of concepts, and aesthetic appreciation, and provides easier material for less able readers” (Carr). In summary picture books can be used to build background knowledge; increase sight word recognition, promote reading engagement; encourage thoughtful, independent reading; and enhance the comprehension of difficult text.

BACKGROUND

Jack Yates High School is an inner city high school of approximately 1,400 students. It is predominately African-American with a growing population of Hispanic students. Yates High School is home to the Magnet School of Communications and enrolls just under 200 students in the magnet. The school had been designated a low performing school, but in the last two years test scores have improved and the school reached “recognized” status in 2001-2002. While student achievement levels at Yates High School have continued to rise during the past two years, student behavior continues to be a problem. Academic achievement, although critical, is merely one aspect of successful students. Negative attitudes and inappropriate interactions between students and their peers, and between students and faculty are disheartening signs of the moral problems our students exhibit. Instances of graffiti, littering, violence, profanity, and disruptive behavior result in one of two consequences: in-school suspension (ISS) or suspension from school. Faculty and staff continue to seek solutions to the rising behavior problems at Yates High School. One solution has been intense scrutiny of school reform measures as a means to bring total improvement to every aspect of the school.

Yates High School has existed in Houston’s Third Ward for seventy-five years. Yates High School is uniquely situated between two major institutions of higher learning. The school is bound on the east by the University of Houston-Central Campus, and on the southwest side by Texas Southern University. In its “hey-day” Yates High School was the school of choice for Houston’s thriving, African-American middle class. The Yates High School reputation for excellence and achievement is legendary. Numerous Yates High School graduates distinguished themselves in medicine, politics, journalism, business, sports, performing arts and law. Social and socio-economic conditions have brought the school to its current state of being, but a small schools initiative (school reform) was implemented in the 2002-2003 school year. The Ninth Grade Academy holds the promise of a return to the previous status of tradition, excellence, and achievement.
Character Education as School Reform

During the summer of 2002, a team of thirteen classroom teachers and administrators from Yates High School attended the Model Schools Conference in Washington, D.C. The conference focused on character-centered classrooms. The program, entitled “Rigor and Relevancy,” is designed to facilitate student learning in the areas of interpersonal interactions, social skills, and behavioral skills, and to promote the utilization of principles of good character. The implementation phase of the program involved determining the character traits specific to the needs of our particular school. Emphasis was to be given to the character traits that were most needed within our individual setting. Once a consensus was reached on the relevant character traits, we were advised to formalize the program by giving the program a name; one that would be reflective of the school, the student body, or the objectives we were seeking to accomplish. The team chose “R.O.A.R.” as the acronym for the Yates’ character education program because it related to the school’s mascot, the lion. Throughout the year the students learn social skills and engage in activities designed to promote character in four broad areas: respect, optimism, achievement, and responsibility. This unit will provide support and reinforcement for this effort.

The Library

As I move through the halls of Yates High School and interact with students in the library, I am often taken aback by some students’ indiscriminate use of profane language, lack of respect for authority, and disregard for public property. Although some families may not engage in activities that build values, I believe that my role as the school librarian entitles me to harbor high expectations for student behavior, and that these values are a part of what the community at large embraces. The library can set the standard for the demonstration of character as students work individually or cooperatively in small groups. Within the library, students are confronted with ethical issues inherent in research and Internet use, copyright, and plagiarism, as well as behaviors that support the common good of all parties present. Students must respect the rights of others in the group, care for the equipment (furniture, computers, cameras, etc.) in order for all students to benefit from its use, and be held accountable for the materials they borrow. These are all examples of the choices that students are called upon to make and, by implication, the actions that reveal their character.

Defining Character

Little consensus can be found among advocates of character education as to the proper definition; much debate rages about the definition as well as the most appropriate approach necessary to teach character education. Additionally, advocates are unclear as to what term should be used to label the process of character education: morals, values, moral/ethical literacy, or virtues. “As indicated by the variety of terms associated with it, character education is broad in scope and difficult to define precisely” (Otten).
Aristotle defined character as habits, rather than random acts (Lickona). Edgington indicates that “character education is to help students know the good, desire the good, and ultimately to do the good.” Loehrer states, “it is the willingness to do what you know you should do.” Many modern day proponents refer to values as something to “hold,” but William J. Bennett (14) writes of “morality and virtues not as something to be possessed, but as the central part of human nature, not as something to have, but as something to be …” For purposes of this unit, character education is defined as reflective thinking and conscious choices that lead to actions or behaviors beneficial to the individual and the community at large. This unit will utilize literature to nurture character education and to help students become both caring and responsible individuals.

Through picture books, I intend to lead students to emphasize honesty, responsibility, respect, optimism, achievement and cooperation as methods to make daily decisions. The library, symbolic of a common forum, should be the safe haven for students to come together and learn how to be better citizens. I intend to read aloud to students of all levels and discuss the meaning of community and character.

This unit is intended to seamlessly integrate positive values into the English language arts and information literacy curricula. Various instructional strategies and procedures will be utilized, supported by a strong emphasis on multimedia instruction. Additionally, students will be encouraged to search the World Wide Web for relevant sites that support the reading and character development objectives. Post-reading activities will employ technology integration through the use of digital cameras, video production, word processing, and presentation software.

CHARACTER TRAITS

In a highly pluralistic society such as America, it may be argued that there could never be a clear selection of character traits that all students should be taught. As a matter of course, schools have student codes of conduct as well as ethical standards for teachers. These codes promote civil, orderly and compassionate coexistence for all members of the school and rarely infringe upon ethnic differences or religious beliefs. “Basic moral concepts are, indeed, universal” (Hall 2002 XXX). This unit will focus on four commendable character traits: respect, responsibility, honesty, and self-discipline. Efforts to narrow the list of selected character traits to only four proved to be a far less daunting task than I first imagined. There was considerable overlap in closely related concepts of honesty and integrity; responsibility and accountability; respect and tolerance; and self-discipline and temperance. Careful consideration of the particular traits to be explored resulted in the choice of the above-mentioned four traits. These four traits appear to me to encompass other character traits such as courtesy, trustworthiness, compassion, perseverance, justice and caring. The four traits were chosen as the umbrella principles under which the other attributes may be grouped. Within the scope of this unit, other character traits may be discussed and incorporated into both the reading and post-reading activities. While it may be difficult to reach consensus on the
appropriate definitions of the chosen character traits, for purposes of this unit the following definitions will be used;

- **Respect** – recognition of and consideration for the worth of someone or something.
- **Responsibility** – accountability for commitments, obligations, or goals.
- **Honesty** – to do what you say you will do; truthfulness; trustworthiness; reliability
- **Self-discipline** – the ability to control one’s actions, behavior, or conduct

**What are the learning outcomes of character education?**

This unit is intended to teach students how to distinguish between appropriate and inappropriate behavior. Students will be presented with opportunities to critically analyze picture book texts and decide how a particular character’s actions are either appropriate or not. Students will use examples from the story to explain how the characters communicated and how this skill enhanced their successes.

Aside from the strength of character, I intend to explore both problem solving and decision-making. Both cognitive and emotional aspects of character education are necessary in order to motivate students to recognize the morally good as well as to engage in morally sound behavior. Lickona states, “Moral education that is merely intellectual misses the crucial emotional side of character, which serves as the bridge between judgment and action.” As we read and discuss each picture storybook, I will assist students in examining right and wrong, better or worse choices, and standards of behavior that contribute to personal well being and shared benefits for all. Additionally, students will explore the relevancy of the story line to their own situations and circumstances. Students will be challenged to evaluate the story characters’ motives, behaviors, and reactions. Through comparative examination of various picture book stories, students will be urged to embrace and emulate the particular desirable character traits of honesty, self-discipline, responsibility, and respect. Ultimately, the aim is to give students both the tools and the skills necessary to respond to the daily ethical issues of right and wrong.

While educating for character is a starting point, students must recognize their power to impact society by taking action. The knowledge of what to do must be coupled with the willingness to do. Thus, the culminating activity for this unit will be student-generated service projects. Students will be guided to embark upon school- and community-wide projects designed to affect positive change. Two examples may be a campus cleanup and beautification day or a “step-up day” (high school visitation/tour) for 8th grade students. The possibility exists for numerous service learning projects to develop. These projects, however, must be designed and executed by the students.
TAKS Connection

This unit is to be used in ninth and tenth grade English classes. The reading objectives at this level include the reading of literary and expository text. The specific TAKS reading objectives for ninth grade and tenth grade English language arts are:

**Objective 1:** The student will demonstrate a basic understanding of culturally diverse written texts.

**Objective 2:** The student will demonstrate an understanding of the effects of literary elements and techniques in culturally diverse written texts.

**Objective 3:** The student will demonstrate the ability to analyze and critically evaluate culturally diverse written texts and visual representations.

Objectives 1, 2, 3, will be assessed through multiple choice items based on a set of three pieces called a “triplet,” presented for the student to read (TEA).

According to TEA, the third component of the triplet is “one page pieces with minimal text.” The inclusion of a graphic, such as a chart, photograph, or graph on a state-mandated test coincides with the shift to a visually oriented society. Every page of a picture book contains some form of viewing and representing, a photo, drawing or other graphic. This aspect of the picture book will augment the students’ understanding and ability to make connections between prior knowledge and new information.

National Library Standards Connection

The American Library Association (ALA) has published national guidelines for K-12 library standards, *Information Power: Building Partnerships for Learning*. The focus of the standards is on the creation of lifelong learners. Paramount to this goal is that of sustained collaboration between teachers and librarians. “Collaboration—working with others—is a key theme in building partnerships for learning” (American Association of School Librarians). This unit is designed to utilize the resources of the library and to present the connections between content related objectives and the school library program. There are nine Information Literacy Standards, divided into three major areas: Information Literacy, Independent Learning and Social Responsibility. This unit will be conducted in conjunction with the classroom teacher to support the Information Literacy Standard in the area of social responsibility:

**Standard 8:** The student who contributes positively to the learning community and to society is information literate and practices ethical behavior in regard to information and information technology.
Students who understand this standard accurately can access, evaluate, and use information. They are conscientious about proper citation and careful to avoid plagiarism and copyright infringements.

UNIT OBJECTIVES

Objectives for the students are to:
1. Explore the authors’ beliefs and connect literature to personal beliefs
2. Exchange ideas through discussion
3. Develop listening skills
4. Reflect upon values such as honesty, respect, responsibility self-discipline, achievement, optimism, cooperation, and caring
5. Use books as tools to explore different attitudes and opinions
6. Name specific attributes of commendable character
7. Use critical thinking processes
8. Express personal perspectives
9. Generalize commendable character traits to decision making and personal choices
10. Engage in reading for personal enjoyment
11. Identify and apply core values to daily behavior
12. Develop a personal definition of character

The unit objectives are to be integrated throughout the four weeks of the unit. I see the objectives as a unified whole rather than as segmented aims. Each objective is one aspect of a process. Students will come to recognize that they are functioning on multi-levels of their own personal development; they are multi-tasking, as it were!

TEACHING STRATEGIES

The goal of this unit is to use picture books to enhance the students’ understanding of the rules for successful living. Students will explore character traits as positive approaches to setting goals and achieving personal success. I will invite students to listen, share, reflect, and generally explore both the benefits and consequences of behavior. I am especially intent upon helping students learn to appreciate the power they have to choose to embrace positive character traits.

Ideally, to effectively develop the traits in this unit, I must begin with examples of commendable traits. These examples will be taken from the selected picture books. As the librarian I have an opportunity to work with all content areas and grade levels. This unit will involve working with English classes, giving special attention to the ninth and tenth grades. Students will come to the library for a “book talk” and a read-aloud. I will introduce the book, read the entire story, and discuss the character trait shown or demonstrated by character(s) in the book.
The landmark reading research project of the Commission on Reading, *Becoming a Nation of Readers*, in 1985 recommended reading aloud as the most significant strategy for building reading success. While librarians, teachers, and parents recognized the importance of reading aloud for young children, many were surprised to find that the Commission also recommended that reading aloud “should continue throughout the grades” (Trelease 1993).

Reading aloud helps develop listening, while discussion supports the thinking process. “Reading picture books aloud is an ideal strategy . . . because of the short format, in-depth treatment of topics, and visual and content appeal of the books” (Albright). The issues put forth in the selected picture books will be explored through discussion in an effort to broaden the readers’ perspectives and opinions. Students will participate in open debate, presenting evidence of their opinions from the story. Reading aloud and guided book discussions are proven successful strategies to open students’ minds to new information, opposing viewpoints, and different attitudes. The proposed curriculum unit will utilize the picture storybook, reading aloud, guided discussion and project based learning. My position as the librarian is both a natural and comfortable combination; however, this unit can easily be integrated into the content areas and will increase the enjoyment of all participants.

The post-reading technology activities will involve multimedia instruction, giving students access to the resources of the library. Students will be guided to utilize digital still and video cameras, as well as computers to address the concepts learned in project-based assignments. There are numerous ways multimedia instruction may be incorporated into this unit. Some of the major approaches will include:

1. Photo essays
2. Short films (limited to 5 minutes)
3. PowerPoint presentations
4. CD creations
5. Bumper sticker designs
6. Brochure development
7. Poster creation
8. Service learning projects
9. Reader’s theater
10. Game development

This list is not exhaustive, and students will be encouraged to devise projects that are of particular interest to them. I will attempt to avoid the typical “read a book - write a report,” approach. Having made the previous statement, I will include some writing activities. I am optimistic that they will both excite the students and incite creative alternatives.
SELECTED TITLES

Locating, reading, and selecting the specific titles proved to be an arduous task! There was definitely no shortage of titles from which to choose. Initially, I wanted only one book choice per character trait. I actually chose four to seven books per trait because so many of the possible titles appealed to me. The suggested booklist contains titles that specifically address one or more of the four character traits chosen for this unit. Although only one book per lesson will be read, several alternative titles are available.

The titles represent a broad range of topics, media/art styles, and writing styles. As I searched anthologies, book reviews, and suggested reading lists, I looked for books of a multicultural nature, varied text length, interesting subject matter, and the possibility of more than one character trait.

Honesty

Respect

Responsibility
Self-discipline

The suggested age range of the title was not a primary concern for me in my selection decision. The needs of another program may mandate different titles. The substitution of titles more appropriate for specific audiences is encouraged.

CONCLUSION

There are many reasons I decided to attempt this topic in the unit. The anticipated outcomes are by far the most appealing. I envision a motivated and focused student body, orderly, active classrooms, and a clean Jack Yates High School. I wish to transmit to my students a sense of power, the recognition that they make choices and decisions that have far-reaching effects, and the idea that they can transform lives—theirs as well as the lives of others. Perhaps I am overly optimistic, but I do believe that success begets success and that if this unit is successful, our students will lead the way to true school reform. While I am not certain how I came to believe that “if it is to be, it’s up to me,” I am certain that it is a personal motto that has served me well. Today’s students have unlimited choices and options, and I am dismayed that they waste the advantages that were so hard won. It is my hope that my students will connect with a way of thinking and behaving that is as relevant and applicable today as it was in the 19th and 20th centuries.

LESSON PLANS

Day 1: Respect

*Overview:* Unit planning must start with measuring the students’ understanding of values and/or virtues. Students will come to a personal definition of character through discussion. Small groups will brainstorm ideas for enhancing the students’ experiences at Yates High School. A formal assessment will be administered, using the Loehrner Virtue Assessment Questionnaire©. The teacher will use this as a before and after measure of the students’ level of character awareness.

*Duration:* 45 minutes

*Materials:* overhead projector, projector pens, computers, multimedia software such as Printmaster©, FrontPage©, Photoshop©, etc., Loehrner Virtue Assessment Questionnaire©. chart paper, markers, 5 - 3 x 5 index cards (write the following terms, one to a card:
Discussion Director; Time Keeper; Task Master; Recorder; and Reporter), one picture book chosen from the suggested list

**Description:** This activity will introduce the students to the unit. By the end of the lesson, the students will be able to express their understanding of character, specifically respect.

**Activity 1:** Introduce the questionnaire and allow students the time to complete it. Collect the questionnaires to be scored later and to be re-administered at the end of the unit.

**Activity 2:** Brainstorm with the whole group about what “character” means? Identify some of the words that describe positive “character.” Listing some undesirable character traits may help students clarify their concepts of positive character. Encourage students to think in terms of what actions indicate character. List the words on the chart paper or overhead projector.

**Activity 3:** As a focus before reading the story, ask the students to listen and look for the elements of character that are present in the text. Read aloud one book from the list of suggested titles on respect.

**Activity 4:** Randomly sort students into groups of three to five, depending upon the total class size. Assign individual tasks to the students by having students draw one card each from the 3 x 5 “task deck.” If there are only three students to a group, one or two students may do more than one task. Group tasks will be randomly assigned each class session, but the original groups will become the “work teams” for the duration of the unit. Give each group chart paper and markers. In the small groups, students will list the ways in which the character of the story demonstrated positive character.

**Activity 5:** Each group must decide upon one word that describes the character trait most prevalent in the story. If students disagree, one person from the group will have 30 seconds to defend their choice and to persuade the other groups to agree. Students must come to a consensus (the whole class).

**Activity 6:** Students will use the library computers to visit the following interactive websites and complete the activities that interest them. Students may also conduct a web search for additional sites that deal with respect.

**Activity 7:** Brainstorm the many ways to show respect. Create a poster to display in the classroom or the library.
Day 2: Responsibility

Overview: The goal of this lesson is to move the students toward realizing the importance of being a responsible student. I also hope to demonstrate the importance of reciprocity in responsibility and to show students that each party must be accountable for his/her responsibilities.

Duration: 45 minutes


Description: This lesson will introduce the second of the four character traits. The students will develop a student code of conduct that will be presented to the administration, faculty, and students.

Activity 1: This day will start with the reading of the book. To encourage focus before reading, ask the students to listen and look for the character qualities that enabled the main character to successfully resolve his/her problem.

Activity 2: The whole group will discuss the book. Students will identify and evaluate how and where the main character displayed responsibility. Again encourage students to think in terms of the behaviors and actions that demonstrated responsibility.

Activity 3: Students return to the work teams of the week before. Again, use the task deck to randomly assign group responsibilities. Give each group chart paper. Students will answer the following questions: “What are the students’ responsibilities? What are the school’s responsibilities?” Post each chart around the room. The reporter will present each group’s list. Lists will vary from group to group. See the example below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Students</th>
<th>School</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>attend school regularly</td>
<td>provide a safe environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>complete assignments</td>
<td>ensure each classroom is appropriately staffed with trained teachers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>come to school prepared</td>
<td>keep parents informed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bring school communications home</td>
<td>provide timely progress reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pay attention in class</td>
<td>set high expectations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
take care of school property  encourage student success

**Activity 4:** Students’ must condense their list of the responsibilities into one: one for the students and one for the school. Students must come to a consensus on the responsibilities of students and the school. Responsibilities that appear on all lists become a part of the final document. Responsibilities that appear on one or two lists will be removed. Each group will have two minutes to discuss and justify keeping of a “questionable” responsibility. The reporter will have 30 seconds to persuade the others that the questioned responsibility is essential. The final list will become the basis for a student-derived code of conduct.

**Activity 5:** Students must decide how, where and when to present the code of conduct to the administration, faculty, and student body.

**Activity 6:** Students will design and create a resume for the main character of the story.

**Activity 7:** Students will write a college letter of recommendation for the main character of the story. The letter must address the character’s positive traits, particularly evidence of respect and responsibility.

**Activity 8:** Students will use the library computers to create a product that will promote character education. Such products may include, but are not limited to posters, brochures, stickers, buttons, banners, T-shirt designs, a CD to be played during the morning announcements, etc. The finished product will be due at the end of week 4.

**Activity 9:** Students will visit the following websites to explore service learning projects.

**Activity 10:** Students will think about the kind of service project they would like to do. Students must consider real needs within the school and the community. The project must involve other classes on the campus as well as some aspect of the community at large, and must be implemented within the school year.

**Day 3: Honesty**

**Overview:** This lesson is designed to explore issues of honesty and truthfulness in research as well as in society at large. Recent events surrounding political figures and large company failures will be examined.

**Duration:** 45 minutes
**Description:** This lesson will help students focus on current events and evaluate instances in their lives when they have been less than honest.

**Materials:** newspaper headlines, articles on the student practice of downloading music from the internet, information on copyright infringement, and plagiarism, computers, multimedia software

**Activity 1:** Today’s lesson begins with a discussion of the issues taken from recent headlines. Have students consider the following questions:
- Is it important for some people to be honest and for some people to be dishonest? Explain.
- What are the consequences of being dishonest? Explain.
- In what ways does dishonesty affect our society? Explain.
- Do you consider people who are dishonest to be responsible? Explain.
- Can you respect a person you know is dishonest? Explain.
- Have there been instances or circumstances when you believed being honest was not the best policy?

**Activity 2:** To provide a focus before reading the book, ask the students to think about what honesty *feels* like? Read a book from the list of selected titles.

**Activity 3:** In their work teams, students will reflect upon the book and answer the following questions:
- Does the character remind you of anyone or an experience you may have had? Explain.
- What reasons can you think of to explain the characters’ behavior?
- What surprised, confused, or puzzled you about the character?
- How would this story be different without illustrations?

Students will continue the discussion of real life examples of when being honest may or may not have been beneficial.

**Activity 4:** The remainder of the time students will work to complete their multimedia projects for presentation at the next class meeting.

**Activity 5:** Students may continue to research and plan the service-learning project.

**Day 4:** Self-discipline
**Overview:** Students will present their multimedia projects. The Loehrer Virtue Assessment Questionnaire® will be administered at the end of the lesson. The student-directed service projects will be discussed and implementation dates will be decided upon. Invite the administration and other classes to share in the presentations.

**Duration:** 45 minutes

**Description:** The unit will culminate with this lesson. Students will make presentations for their classmates and invited guests.

**Materials:** computers, video projector, multimedia software, chart paper, markers, Loehrer Virtue Assessment Questionnaire®, punch and cookies

**Activity 1:** Begin today’s lesson by reading the book. To provide a focus before reading the book, ask the students to reflect upon any changes in their own behaviors that may have occurred during the past weeks of the unit.

**Activity 2:** Students will perform a reader’s theater version of the selected text.

**Activity 3:** In their work teams students will develop a chart of the “dos” and “don’ts” of character development.

**Activity 4:** Allow each group time to make their presentations.

**Activity 5:** Administer the Loehrer Virtue Assessment Questionnaire®.

**Activity 6:** Students and invited guests will share refreshments at the conclusion of the presentations.
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY


This extensive article details the stages necessary to plan and prepare a read-aloud program using a specific book.


This is a handbook of learning strategies that are useful in library media centers. The AASL advocates cooperative learning and collaborations between teachers and library media specialists.


The books listed in *Worth a Thousand Words* were all published prior to 1995. The authors’ purpose in writing this book was to create an index that listed examples of art, literary devices, and concepts in picture books with more mature themes. This annotated listing gives examples of content area supported picture books and has an author/illustrator, subject, and title index.


Teachers from elementary through high school tell how they use picture books. Most use them in reading and writing classes.


This is a very good article with suggestions for encouraging good character in the library.


This is both a rationale for the use of picture books at the secondary level as well as a bibliography of appropriate titles.

This is an annotated anthology that describes picture books that will “foster the habit of reading.” The author first published this title twenty years ago. This edition contains 272 new titles, along with the suggested ages, divided by category. There are suggested resources for illustrators and visual arts in literature.

Ron Clark, 2001 Disney Teacher of the Year, shares the strategies he used to help all students succeed.

This is a well done anthology of fiction books. There are indexes and very helpful annotations.

This groundbreaking report was two years in the making. It seeks to find the causes and solutions to the reading problems of school age children. It makes the recommendation that reading aloud should continue across all grades.

This book asserts that separating the intellectual from the moral had devastating effects on the educational system. It gives a detailed history of character education in schools. It also offers strategies for reestablishing character education as the primary mission of schools.

This is an annotated list of 676 children’s books organized by psychological, behavioral, and developmental topics. Its purpose is to help children cope by matching children to books that deal with topics they are dealing with in life.

The author puts forth the reasons why literature should be used to develop character in children.

This book has ten chapters, each of which focuses on a character trait, such as honesty, courage, or respect. Each chapter defines the trait and has an annotated list of resources appropriate for teaching the trait. There are also reproducible worksheets, discussions starters, and activities to do at home. This book lists titles that are appropriate for grades K-5.

Hall, Susan. *Using Picture Storybooks to Teach Literary Devices: Recommended Books for Children and Young Adults*, Vol. 2. Arizona: Oryx Press, 1994. This book reviews picture storybooks to use for teaching 37 different literary devices. Included are picture books that are appropriate for adults and children. A definition is given for each device as well as other literary devices that can be taught using a particular book.

Hall, Susan. *Using Picture Storybooks to Teach Literary Devices: Recommended Books for Children and Young Adults*, Vol. 3. Connecticut: Oryx Press, 2002. This is essentially an updated version of vol. 2 of *Using Picture Storybooks*. The author reviews 120 picture storybooks and has information of 41 literary devices. As in vol. 2, a definition is given for each literary device and there are suggestions for curriculum tie-ins. There are two appendices that list resources by author as well as title.

Hall, Susan. *Using Picture Storybooks to Teach Character Education*. Arizona: Oryx Press, 2000. This is an excellent anthology of children’s books. This book was extremely beneficial in my search for books that addressed specific character traits. The author gives a scholarly dissertation on the effectiveness of picture books in teaching character.


Jweid, Rosann and Margaret Rizzo. *Building Character through Literature: A Guide for Middle School Readers*. Maryland: The Scarecrow Press, Inc, 2001. This literary guide lists 50 titles of books, primarily novels that teach values. This book lists the awards each title received. It also summarizes the setting, the plot and lists the characters. There are questions for discussion and suggested projects.

A novel set during World War II with themes of jealousy, insecurity, and irresponsibility throughout.

This is an excellent and easy to read manual for teaching virtues. It was originally published as a dissertation. It contains assessments and very specific suggestions for instilling virtue in adolescents.


This is a detailed description of the usefulness of picture books in the secondary classroom. The authors make the case that picture books have rightful place in the secondary classroom.


A number of books, arranged by topics, are introduced in this volume. The authors offer ways to connect picture books to novels. It also teaches literary devices, main idea and analogies. Questions and writing prompts are included.

The author describes the uses of picture books in the classroom. She defines “picture book” and lists several subgenres.

This is an annotated bibliography of children’s books that demonstrate family values. There are activities and lessons ideas included.

This textbook details the importance of infusing technology throughout the curriculum. It encourages the use of all forms of technology.
This is a history of and critique of children’s literature. It discusses different kinds of children’s literature. The appendix has a list of Children’s Book Awards.


This is a succinct collection of active learning strategies for secondary, college, and adult learners. It is easy to read and follow the strategies.

This is an annotated compilation of 1,600 books for students in grades one to eight. It lists reviews, awards and other suggested books by the same author. It has numerous indexes, including subject, character description, time period, author, and title. This book was quite useful in choosing books for this unit.

This article advocates for reading aloud to students to encourage the development of writing skills.

The focus of this book is to help teachers incorporate picture books at the secondary level. The author suggests that picture books are excellent ways to teach thinking skills, stimulate discussion, and support writing. Included in the book are lesson plans and extensive bibliographies.

This is the fifth edition of this title, which contains advice for helping students develop a love for reading. The book makes a case for the importance of reading aloud and offers suggestions on how to create an environment that supports and encourages reading. This edition contains chapters on the Oprah Book Club as well as the Internet.

This is a collection of reading material geared toward teenagers. Included are newspaper articles as well as inspirational selections.

This book presents the National Citizenship Curriculum of London. It covers the core curriculum and has lesson plans included. The authors have granted photocopying and copyright free access.

Dakota Writing Project. 1 March 2003.
This article provided a great deal of information on the history and definition of character education. The site indicates that the content will be changing.

21 June 2003. <HWWilsonRecords.htm>
This article advocates in-depth character education programs.

**Endnote**